Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Data Mining is also known as Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD). Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is the non-trivial process of identifying valid, potentially useful and ultimately understandable patterns in data. It is the process of extracting novel information and knowledge from large databases. This process consists of many interacting stages performing specific data manipulation and transformation operations with an information flow from one stage onto the next [4] . Document clustering is an automatic grouping of text documents into clusters so that documents within a cluster have high similarity in comparison to one another, but are dissimilar to documents in other clusters.Hierarchical techniques produce a nested sequence of partitions, with a single, all inclusive cluster at the top and singleton clusters of individual points at the bottom. Each intermediate level can be viewed as combining two clusters from the next lower level (or splitting a cluster from the next higher level). The result of a hierarchical clustering algorithm can be graphically displayed as tree, called a dendogram. This tree graphically displays the merging process and the intermediate clusters.
The dendogram at the right shows how four points can be merged into a single cluster. For document clustering, this dendogram provides a taxonomy, or hierarchical index.
The task of feature selection is generally divided into two aspects eliminating irrelevant features and redundant ones. Irrelevant features usually disturb the learner and degrade the accuracy, while redundant features add to computational cost without bringing in new information. Feature Selection techniques can be divided into three main approaches as filter, wrapper and embedded approaches. In embedded approaches, where feature selection is part of the classification algorithm, i.e. decision tree. In Filter approaches, the features are selected before the classification algorithm and in the Wrapper approaches the classification algorithm is used as a black box to find the best subset of attributes [14] .
In filter based approach, the features are selected according to data intrinsic values, such as information dependency or consistency measures. In bioinformatics, datasets are often very large. Therefore, the filter approach is mostly used to select the features. The advantage of this approach is that we can use any classifier to evaluate the accuracy of the test set. In the wrapper approach, we have to use a different classifier for the test set and training set, results may be negatively affected. In the proposed work, the Filter based Feature Selection approach is studied and analyzed for selecting features from genomic databases for clustering.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the literature study of the various Feature selection methods for Bio-logical database. Section 3 explores the methodology for Genomic Feature set Selection (GFS). In section 4 the implemented results are verified and validated. The final section draws the conclusion of the paper.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Feature selection methods have been successfully applied to text categorization but seldom applied to text clustering due to the unavailability of class label information [13] .The goal of feature selection for unsupervised learning is to find the smallest feature subset that best uncovers clusters form data according to the preferred criterion [1] .Feature selection techniques do not alter the original representation of the variables, but merely select a subset of them [14] .
In [3] , Bassam Al-Salemi (2011) Used Feature Selection techniques such as Mutual Information (MI), Chi-Square Statistic (CHI), Information Gain (IG), GSS Coefficient (GSS) and Odds Ratio (OR) to reduce the dimensionality of feature space by eliminating the features that are considered irrelevant for the category [3] .
Feature selection can help improve the efficiency of training. In information retrieval, especially in web search, usually the data size is very large and thus training of ranking models is computationally costly [15] . In [2] , Balaji Krishnapuram et al., (2004) have adopted a Bayesian approach for both an optimal nonlinear classifier and a subset of predictor variables (or features) that are most relevant to the classification task. The Bayesian approach uses heavy-tailed priors to promote sparsity in the utilization of both basis functions and features. Feng Tan et al., (2006) have proposed a hybrid approach to combine useful outcomes from different feature selection methods through a genetic algorithm. Their experimental results demonstrate that the approach can achieve better classification accuracy with a smaller gene subset than each individual feature selection algorithm [6] .
In [9] ,Gouchol Pok etal., (2010) have done a effective feature selection framework suitable for two-dimensional microarray data. The correlation-based on parametric approach allows compact representation of class-specific properties with a small number of genes. In [11] ,Lin Sun et al(2011) have discussed a new rough entropy to measure the roughness of knowledge and its properties were proposed in decision information system, and concluded that rough entropy decreased monotonously as the information granularities became finer was obtained.
In [15] ,Yiming Yang et al., (1992) have reported a controlled study with statistical significance test on five text categorization methods : Support Vector Machine(SVM), a K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) Classifier,a Neural Network(NNet) approach, the Linear Least Square Fit(LLSF) mapping and a Naïve-Bayes(NB) Classifier.
In [8] , George H.John et al., (1994) have described a method for feature subset selection using cross-validation that is applicable to any induction algorithm. Discussed the experiments conducted with ID3 and C4.5 on artificial and real datasets. Pabitra Mitra et al., (2002) have described an unsupervised feature selection algorithm suitable for data sets, large in both dimension and size. The method is based on measuring similarity between features whereby redundancy therein is removed [12] . Spectral feature selection identifies relevant features by measuring their capability of preserving sample similarity [21] .
METHODOLOGY
The Genomic sequence data are stored in public databases like NCBI, Uniport in various formats. The information related to sequence is represented as attributes. Finding the important attributes for comparing the genomic sequence data based on annotation, becomes the challenging task. Feature selection methods can be used to analyze and study the best features used for representing sequence information for association and clustering of documents using supervised and techniques. The proposed framework given in Figure 1 is used for Genomic Feature set Selection (GFS). The proposed framework consists of four phases which includes preprocessing, Feature set Analysis, Feature set Identification and verification and validation phase.
Dataset
The scorpio-venom dataset is used in the proposed work. It is downloaded from the NCBI which is in the XML format. The NCBI dataset is the integrated, text-based search and retrieval system used at the major databases, including PubMed, Nucleotide and Protein Sequences, Protein Structures, Complete Genomes, Taxanomy, and others. The scorpio -venom dataset contains sequence information in XML format.
The genomic data in XML format has more than 3500 tags to represent the functional descriptions about the sequences like accession no, taxonomy, organism, lineage, sequence title, sequence descriptions, alternate name,gene name, author details, and identifiers related to other databases like GO, KEGG, PUBMED. The scorpio-venom specis in XML Format is shown in the 
Preprocessing
The preprocessing phase of the proposed work consists of two main process which includes extraction of keyword from XML document and construction of text matrix for feature selection.The dataset in XML format is stored into DB2 data base, where each XML transaction data file is uniquely identified with transaction identifiers. The XML documents are stored as xml files in the db2 database and the features are extracted from the DB2 database using XQuery features which offers easy access to the entire XML data or part of XML data without converting to any conventional format. The key filter interface developed in DB2 XQuery provides the way to extract the necessary fields like gene name and associated go terms, keywords in every biological XML file. The 358 keywords are extracted from original Dataset which contain 511 keywords.
The document-term matrix contains rows corresponding to the documents and columns corresponding to the terms. After extraction of the keywords from the XML document, the term Matrix is constructed which is the input for further processing. The term matrix is represented as binary encoded format. The values are encoded as zero and one, in the presence of keyword one is entered and in absence of a keyword zero is entered into the corresponding place, since in the xml database all the elements have the same domain values so no string edit measures are needed. Table 1 shows the snapshot of the binary coded term matrix for the dataset chosen. 
Feature Set Analysis
The phase 2 consists of two main processes which includes clustering of the documents to assign class label and analyzing the features using Filter based feature selection approaches using supervised methods like 2 statistics, CHIR statistics . Document clustering is the act of collecting similar documents into bins, where similarity is some function on a document. The term matrix constructed is given as input for the clustering phase. The documents are initially clustered for analyzing the features using hierarchical clustering algorithm. The proposed work we have considered 107 documents with 358 extracted keywords. On clustering the 107 documents 30 clusters are generated. From the generated cluster it is found that single document is found in many clusters and maximum documents are found in 9 clusters. So we have taken the cluster which contains highest number of documents to analyze the feature attributes and find the term relevance using filter based approach.
Feature Analysis Based On 2 Statistics
The 2 Statistics can be used to measure the independence between the keyword and the category [14] . This can be done by comparing observed frequency in the 2-way contingency table with the expected frequency when they are assumed to be independent. For the 2 keywordcategory independency, we consider the null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis. The null hypothesis is that the keyword and category are independent. On the other hand, the alternative hypothesis is that the keyword and category are not independent. To test the null hypothesis, we compare the observed frequency with the expected frequency calculated under the assumption that the null hypothesis is true. The expected frequency E(i,j) can be calculated as :
The 2 statistics value is defined as:
The degrees of freedom for the ‫ݔ‬ 2 Statistics is calculated by using the equation 3.
Here, r and c are the number of row and column. In the fifth step, Look up the ‫ݔ‬ ଶ Critical value and Conclude the result .Looking up the ‫ݔ‬ ଶ distribution table, if the critical value is much smaller than the ‫ݔ‬ 2 Statistics values, then the null hypothesis is rejected. This can be explained that it is significant and there is some dependency between the keyword and the category. The statistics e relationship is analyzed between the keyword and category for the 9 Clusters which contain maximum number of documents. Among 358 keywords, 156 keywords are found to be dependent to the category.
Feature Analysis Based On Statistics ሺܴ ఠ, ሻ
CHIR is a supervised learning algorithm based on statistics, which determines the dependency between a keyword and a category and also the type of dependency [13] . Type of dependency indicates whether the feature is a positive or negative dependency for the category. There are two steps to evaluate the dependency of a keyword w, to category c. First step to build a table of the Observed Frequency and the Expected Frequency. Second step to calculate the ܴ ఠ, by using the equation 4.
If there is no dependency between the term w and the category c, then the value of ܴ ఠ, , is close to 1. If there is a positive dependency then the observed frequency is larger than the expected frequency, hence value of ܴ ఠ, ,is larger than 1 and when there is a negative dependency ܴ ఠ, , is smaller than 1. By calculating the ܴ ఠ, , it resulted all the 358 keywords are positively dependent to atleast one cluster because the values are greater than one.
Feature Set Identification
The Here, pሺc ୨ ሻ is the probability of the documents to be in the category c ୨ ,then keyword whose keyword-goodness measure is lower than a certain threshold would be removed from the feature space. In other words, ‫ݔ‬ 2 selects terms having strong dependency on categories. The supervised feature selection method CHIR uses 2 to measure the Keyword -goodness and prove that 
Clustering Based On Selected Feature Set
The documents are clustered based on the new feature set with {156, 77, 58} keywords. On clustering the 107 documents with respect to these feature set, 30 clusters are generated for each. On clustering the 107 documents with respect to 156 keywords13 clusters are obtained with more than one documents.
Among the 107 documents , it is founded that 12 documents are empty. Remaining 95 documents are judged to be of 156 keywords in entire hierarchy. On clustering the 107 documents for feature set with 77 keywords we obtained 6 clusters which contain more than one document. Among the 107 documents, it is founded that 82 documents are empty. Remaining 25 documents are judged to be of 77 keywords in entire hierarchy.
On clustering the 107 documents for feature set with 58 keywords we obtained 2 clusters which contain more than one document. Among the 107 documents, it is founded that 12 documents are judged to be of 58 keywords in entire hierarchy. Remaining documents are found to be empty.
Verification and Validation
The fourth phase is the verification and validation phase. The clusters are generated using the features set are evaluated by using the validation metrics. F-measure used to validate the clusters of Original Feature set, Feature sets with 156, 77 and 58 keywords. The clusters are validated for biological relevance by our experimental results is compared with existing BLAST tool.
Verifying the Terms Using F-measure
In our proposed work the keywords are verified using the F-Measure. F-Measure which is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall. The formula for the corresponding Precision, Recall and F-measure is shown in the eq.12, eq.13, and eq.14 respectively. For any Topic T and cluster X: N1: Number of documents judged to be of topic T in cluster X.N 2 : Number of documents in cluster X.N 3 : Number of documents to be judged to be of Topic T in entire hierarchy.
Verification of Original Feature Set
On clustering the 107 documents for original feature set with 358 keywords we obtain 9 clusters which contain more than one document. Among 9 clusters, 5 clusters {c3, c8, c11, c12, c24} contain maximum number of documents. It is found that 98 documents are found to be judged to be of Topic T in entire hierarchy. Remaining 9 documents are found to be empty. The clusters of feature set with 358 keywords are evaluated with three measures (Precision, Recall and Fmeasure) and the obtained result is given in Table 3 . 
Verification of Feature set with 156 keywords
On clustering the 107 documents for feature set with 156 keywords we obtained 13 clusters {c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7, c8, c9, c11, c12, c14, c30} which contain more than one document. Among 13 clusters, 4 clusters {c1, c4, c5, c9} contain maximum number of documents. It is founded that 95 documents are found to be judged to be of Topic T in entire hierarchy. Remaining 12 documents are found to be empty. The clusters of feature set with 156 keywords are evaluated with three measures (Precision, Recall and F-measure) and the obtained result is given in Table 4 . 
Verification of Feature set with 77 keywords
On clustering the 107 documents for feature set with 77 keywords we obtained 6 clusters {c1, c3, c5, c10, c11, c30} which contain more than one document. Among 6 clusters, 2 clusters {c3, c11} contain maximum number of documents. It is founded that 25 documents are found to be judged to be of Topic T in entire hierarchy. Remaining documents are found to be empty. The clusters of feature set with 77 keywords are evaluated with three measures (Precision, Recall and F-measure) and the obtained result is given in Table 5 . 
Verification of Feature set with 58 keywords
On clustering the 107 documents for feature set with 58 keywords we obtained 2 clusters {c1, c11} which contain more than one document. Among 2 clusters, clusters {c11} contain maximum number of documents. It is founded that 12 documents are found to be judged to be of Topic T in entire hierarchy. Remaining documents are found to be empty.
The clusters of feature set with 77 keywords are evaluated with three measures (Precision, Recall and Fmeasure) and the obtained result is given in Table 6 . 
Analyzing the Feature sets
In this section, we have compared the result obtained above. Using the Filter based Feature selection methods the feature set extracted from scorpio-venom dataset are evaluated using precision, recall and F-measure. The cross matrix for metrics are displayed in the Table 7 . 
Validating with BLAST
In our proposed work the feature sets are extracted using Filter based Feature selection methods. The extracted feature set is compared with the Standard BLAST tool. The Clustering result produced by the BLAT tool is accurate and it is already proven. We have compared our result with BLAST to verify the biological relevance of the documents grouped based on the feature set. Here, we have taken three clusters {c11, c10, c12} from BLAST and compare it with our approach. The following Table 8 shows the results of Biological Validation Using BLAST. The documents clustered using the feature set is verified with the documents clustered using the BLAST. We have found that the feature set with 77 keywords and 58 keywords has grouped 82% of similar documents that are grouped by existing BLAST tool. In this study we have found that the feature set with 77 keywords and the feature set with 58 keywords are biologically relevant for grouping the documents. From the experimental result we have consider the Feature set with 77 keywords and Feature set with 58 keywords extracted based on supervised and unsupervised Filter based approach can be used for Clustering and Classification.
CONCLUSION
Mining biological data is an emerging area of intersection between bioinformatics and data mining. It is difficult to explore and utilize the features set from huge amount of data. Feature selection is a method for improving the efficiency and accuracy of text categorization algorithms by removing redundant and irrelevant terms from the corpus. The proposed work is to study and analyze the Filter based Feature Selection Approach for identifying Feature from Genomic Sequence Database. A framework "Genomic Feature set selection (GFS)" is designed to implement the proposed approach. The framework is processed using four different phases. The experimental results it is found that the Analysis of Feature set with 58 keywords is 89% accurate for grouping the documents which is evaluated and verified by using F-Measure. The implemented work is also validated with existing Standard BLAST tool. On validating, we have identified that 82% of documents grouped by Feature set with 77 and 58 keywords are similar to the documents grouped by the BLAST tool.
